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Abstract

This paper shows that two commonly used evaluation

metrics for generative models, the Fréchet Inception Dis-

tance (FID) and the Inception Score (IS), are biased – the

expected value of the score computed for a finite sample set

is not the true value of the score. Worse, the paper shows

that the bias term depends on the particular model being

evaluated, so model A may get a better score than model B

simply because model A’s bias term is smaller. This effect

cannot be fixed by evaluating at a fixed number of samples.

This means all comparisons using FID or IS as currently

computed are unreliable.

We then show how to extrapolate the score to obtain

an effectively bias-free estimate of scores computed with

an infinite number of samples, which we term FID∞ and

IS∞. In turn, this effectively bias-free estimate requires

good estimates of scores with a finite number of samples.

We show that using Quasi-Monte Carlo integration notably

improves estimates of FID and IS for finite sample sets.

Our extrapolated scores are simple, drop-in replacements

for the finite sample scores. Additionally, we show that us-

ing low discrepancy sequence in GAN training offers small

improvements in the resulting generator. The code for cal-

culating FID∞ and IS∞ is at https://github.com/

mchong6/FID_IS_infinity .

1. Introduction

Deep Generative Models have been used successfully

to generate hyperrealistic images [18, 19, 7], map im-

ages between domains in an unsupervised fashion [42, 23],

and generate images from text [40, 39]. Despite their

widespread adoption, a simple, consistent, and human-like

evaluation of generative models remain elusive, with multi-

ple ad-hoc heuristics having their own faults. The Fréchet

Inception Distance (FID) [15] was shown to have a high

bias [4]; Inception Score (IS) [33] does not account for

intra-class diversity and has further been shown to be sub-

optimal [3]; HYPE [41] requires human evaluation which

makes large scale evaluation difficult; Kernel Inception Dis-

tance (KID) [4] has not been widely adopted, likely be-

cause of its relatively high variance [32]. Write FIDN and

ISN for FID and IS computed with N generated samples.

Evaluation procedures with FID vary: some authors use

FID50k [7, 19, 18] while others use FID10k [37, 25].

In this paper, we show that both FID and Inception

Scores are biased differently depending on the generator.

Biased estimators are often preferred over unbiased estima-

tors for the reason of efficiency (a strong application ex-

ample is the photon map in rendering [16]). In this case

however, the bias is intolerable because for both FID and

IS, the bias is a function both of N and the generator be-

ing tested. This means that we cannot compare generators

because each has a different bias term (it is not sufficient to

fix N , a procedure described in [4]). To fix this, we propose

an extrapolation procedure on FIDN and ISN to obtain an

effectively unbiased estimate FID∞ and IS∞ (the estimate

when evaluated with an unlimited number of generated im-

ages). In addition, both FID∞ and IS∞ are best estimated

with low variance estimates of FIDN and ISN . We show

that Quasi-Monte Carlo Integration offers useful variance

reduction in these estimates. The result is a simple method

for unbiased comparisons between models. Conveniently,

FID∞ is a drop-in replacement for FIDN ; IS∞ for Incep-

tion Score. Our main contributions are as follows:

1. We show that FIDN and ISN are biased, and cannot be

used to compare generators.

2. We show that extrapolation of FIDN is reliable, and

show how to obtain FID∞ which is an effectively un-

biased estimate of FID. Using Quasi-Monte Carlo in-

tegration methods yields better estimates of FID∞.

3. We show the same for Inception Score and obtain IS∞,

an effectively unbiased estimate of Inception Score.

4. We show that Quasi-Monte Carlo integration methods

offer small improvements in GAN training.

All figures are best viewed in color and high resolution.
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2. Background

2.1. Fréchet Inception Distance

To compute Fréchet Inception Distance, we pass gener-

ated and true data through an ImageNet [9] pretrained In-

ception V3 [36] model to obtain visually relevant features.

Let (Mt, Ct) and (Mg , Cg) represent the mean and covari-

ance of the true and generated features respectively, then

compute

FID = ||Mt −Mg||22 + Tr(Ct + Cg − 2(CtCg)
1

2 ) (1)

FID seems to correspond well with human judgement of

image quality and diversity [38].

2.2. Inception Score

Write g(z) for an image generator to be evaluated,

y for a label, p(y|x) for the posterior probability of a

label computed using Inception V3 model on image x,

p(y) =
∫

p(y|g(z))dz for the marginal class distribution,

and D(p || q) for the KL-divergence between two probability

distributions p and q. The Inception Score for a generator is

exp
[

Ez∼p(z)[D(p(y|g(z)) || p(y))]
]

(2)

Notice that the marginal class distribution is estimated

using the same samples. This is important in our proof

that IS is biased. The Inception Score takes into account

two properties. 1) Images of meaningful objects should

have a conditional label distribution of low entropy. 2) The

marginals p(y) should have high entropy if a model is able

to generate varied images. A model that satisfy both prop-

erties will have a high IS.

2.3. Monte Carlo and QuasiMonte Carlo Methods

The mean and covariance used in estimating FIDN are

Monte Carlo estimates of integrals (the relevant expecta-

tions). The terms Mt and Ct computed on true images are

not random, as proper comparisons fix the set of true im-

ages used. However, the terms Mg and Cg are random – if

one uses different samples to evaluate these terms, one gets

different values. A Monte Carlo (MC) estimate of an inte-

gral
∫

h(x)p(x)dx whose true value is I(h), made using N

IID samples, yields Î = I + ξ, where

E[ξ] = 0 and var(ξ) =
C(h)

N
(3)

where C(h) ≥ 0 is
∫

(h(x) − I(h))2p(x)dx [6]. Note the

value of C is usually very hard to estimate directly, but C
is non-negative and depends strongly on the function being

integrated. A key algorithmic question is to identify pro-

cedures that result in lower variance estimates of the inte-

gral. Paskov [30] showed that Quasi-Monte Carlo Method

Figure 1: 2d scatter plots of 1000 random points vs Sobol

and Scrambled Sobol points. Sobol sequences give us

evenly spaced samples while random sampling results in

clusters and empty spaces due to their IID property.

(QMC) with low-discrepancy sequences such as Sobol [35]

and Halton [14] sequences gave a convergence of up to 5

times faster than MC with lower error rates. Both MC and

QMC approximate

∫

[0,1]d
f(u)du ≈ 1

N

N
∑

i=1

f(xi) = Î (4)

For MC estimates, xi are IID samples from uniform distri-

bution on the unit box; for QMC, xi come from a determin-

istic quasi-random sequence. QMC can give faster conver-

gence (close to O(N−1), compared to MC’s O(N−0.5) [1])

and lower variance. This is because IID samples tend to be

unevenly spaced (see “gaps” and “clusters” in Figure 1).

QMC points are not independent, and so can be evenly

spaced. A standard QMC construction is the Sobol se-

quence (review in Dick et al. [11]), which forms succes-

sively finer uniform partitions of each dimension and then

reorders the coordinates to ensure a good distribution.

3. Evaluating generative models with FID

3.1. FIDN is Biased

Now consider some function G of a Monte Carlo integral

I(h), where G is sufficiently smooth. We have

G(Î) = G(I + ξ) ≈ G(I) + ξG
′

(I) + ξ2
G

′′

(I)

2
+O(ξ3)

(5)

so that

E

[

G(Î)
]

= G(I) +
K

N
+O(1/N2) (6)

where K = C(h)G
′′

(I)
2 and K

N
is bias.

Consider an estimate of FID, estimated with N samples.

The terms Mg and Cg are estimated with an MC integra-

tor, so the estimate must have a bias of CF

N
+ O(1/N2).

Note that CF must depend on the generator g (section 2.3).

Binkowski et al. [4] note that comparing two generators

with different N is unreliable due to bias and that there may
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be an effect that depends on the generator (but show no ev-

idence). Experiment confirms that (a) FIDN is biased and

(b) the bias depends on the generator (Figure 2).

3.2. FID∞ as an Effectively Unbiased Estimate

The bias in FIDN vanishes for N → ∞. Figure 2 sug-

gests that the O(1/N2) terms are small for practical N , so

we can extrapolate in 1/N to obtain FID∞ (an estimate of

the value of FID∞). While FID∞ could be still be biased

by the higher order terms in the FIDN bias, our experi-

ments suggest these are very small (line fits are good, see

Figure 4). Thus, the bias and its dependence on the genera-

tor are small and FID∞ is effectively unbiased. While Ap-

pendix D.3 of [4] implies there is no estimator of the FID

that is unbiased for all distributions for a sample size N , our

construction removes the very substantial dependence of the

bias term on the generator, and so enables comparisons.

However, our extrapolation accuracy depends on the

variance of our FID estimates. The estimates are a smooth

function G of a Monte Carlo integral I . From section 3.1,

G(Î) = G(I) +
K

N
+O(1/N2) (7)

where K depends on C and the first derivative of G, and so

var(G(Î)) =
K1

N
+O(1/N2) (8)

where K1 depends on C and first and second derivatives

of G. Notice that this means that an integrator that yields

a lower bias estimate of G(Î) will yield a lower variance

estimate too for our case (where G is monotonic in I). This

allows us to identify the integrator to use — we can find

an integrator that yields low variance estimates of G(I) by

looking for one that yields the lowest mean value of G(Î).
For FID, the best integrator to use is the one that yields the

lowest value of estimated FID, and for IS, the one that yields

the highest value of estimated IS for a given generator.

Quasi-Monte Carlo methods use low discrepancy se-

quences to estimate an integral. The Koksma-Hlawka in-

equality [28] gives that

| Ig − Î |≤ V [f ◦ g]D∗

N (9)

where V [f ◦ g] depends on the function to be integrated

and is hard to determine, and D∗

N is the discrepancy of

the sequence. It is usually difficult to estimate discrep-

ancy, but for Sobol sequences it is O((logN)dN−1) where

d is the number of dimensions; for random sequence is

O((log logN/N)0.5) [28]. As a result, integral estimates

with low discrepancy sequences tend to have lower error

for the same number of points, though dimension effects

can significantly mitigate this improvement. Note that the

reduced variance of Sobol sequence estimates manifests as

reduced bias (smaller FIDN and larger ISN ) and variance

in Table 1. In consequence, Sobol sequence results in better

integrators.

Randomized Sobol sequences: it is useful to get mul-

tiple estimates of the integrals for an FID evaluation be-

cause this allows us to estimate the variance of the QMC

which helps us construct approximate confidence intervals

for the integral. However, low-discrepancy sequences such

as the Sobol sequence are deterministic. One way to rein-

troduce randomness into QMC is to scramble the base digits

of the sequence [29]. The resulting sequence will still have

a QMC structure and the expectation of the integral remains

the same.

3.3. ISN is Biased

We show the log Inception Score is negatively biased,

with a bias term that depends on the generator. Because

the exponent is monotonic and analytic, this means the In-

ception Score is also biased negative with bias depends

on the generator. Assuming we have N samples, XN =
{x1, . . . , xN} with two classes, let P̂1N = 1

N

∑

i p(1|xi)
and p1i = p(1|xi). The log Inception Score over the sam-

ples is

1

N

[

∑

i

p1i

[

log p1i − log P̂1N

]

(10)

+
∑

i

(1− p1i)
[

log (1− p1i)− log (1− P̂1N )
]

]

=
1

N

[

∑

i

p1i log p1i + (1− p1i) log (1− p1i)

]

+
1

N

[

− log P̂1N

∑

i

p1i − log (1− P̂1N )
∑

i

(1− p1i)

]

The first term is a Monte Carlo integral, and so is unbi-

ased. The second term simplifies to the entropy of sample

labels.

1

N

[

− P̂1N log P̂1N − (1− P̂1N ) log (1− P̂1N )

]

(11)

Let G(u) = −u log u − (1 − u) log (1− u). By Taylor

Series,

G(P̂1N ) = G(P1N + η)

≈ G(P1N ) + η
(

log (1− P1N )− logP1N

)

− η2

2

(

1

P1N (1− P1N )

)

+O(η3) (12)

where P1N is the true integral. When we take expecta-

tion over samples, we have

G(P̂1N ) = G(P1N )− C

2N

(

1

P1N (1− P1N )

)

+O

(

1

N2

)

(13)
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because E[η] = 0, E[η2] as in section 3.1. Note that C
must depend on the generator because p(1|x) is shorthand

for p(1|g(z)). The fact that entropy is convex yields a guar-

anteed negative bias in IS as the second derivative of a con-

cave function is non-positive. The multiclass case follows.

All qualitative features of the analysis for FID are pre-

served. Particularly, bias depends on the generator (so no

comparison with ISN is meaningful); bias can be corrected

by extrapolation (since ISN is linear w.r.t 1
N

, see Figure 8);

and improvements in integrator variance reduce ISN bias

and variance, see Table 1.

3.4. Uniform to Standard Normal Distribution

Low-discrepancy sequences are commonly designed to

produce points in the unit hypercube. To make our work

a direct drop-in replacement for current generators that use

N (0, 1) as the prior for z, we explore two ways to trans-

form a uniform distribution to a standard normal distribu-

tion. The main property we want to preserve after the trans-

formation is the low-discrepancy of the generated points.

The Inverse Cumulative Distribution Function (ICDF),

gives the value of the random variable such that the proba-

bility of it being less than or equal to that value is equal to

the given probability. Specifically,

Q(p) =
√
2 erf−1(2p− 1), p ∈ (0, 1) (14)

where Q(p) is the ICDF and erf is the error function. In our

case, since our low-discrepancy sequence generates U [0, 1],
we can treat them as probabilities and use Q(p) to transform

them into N (0, 1).
The Box-Muller transform (BM) [5]: Given u ∈ (0, 1)d

where d is an even number, let ueven be the even-numbered

components of u and uodd be the odd-numbered compo-

nents.

z0 =
√

−2ln(ueven) cos(2πuodd)

z1 =
√

−2ln(ueven) sin(2πuodd)

z = (z0, z1)

(15)

The computations for both methods are negligible, mak-

ing them efficient for our use case. Okten [27] provided

theoretical and empirical evidence that BM has comparable

or lower QMC errors compared to ICDF. Our experiments

include using both methods, which we dub SobolBM and

SobolInv . We show that both perform better than random

sampling but generally, SobolInv gives better estimates for

FID∞ and IS∞ than SobolBM .

3.5. Training with Sobol Sequence

We explore training Generative Adversarial Networks

(GANs) [12] with Sobol sequence. GANs are notorious

for generating bad images at the tails of the normal dis-

tribution where the densities are poorly represented during

training. There are several methods such as the truncation

trick [7, 19] which avoids these tail regions to improve im-

age quality at the cost of image diversity. We hypothesize

that by using Sobol sequence during GAN training instead

of normal sampling, the densities of the distribution will

be better represented, leading to overall better generation

quality. Furthermore, we can view training GANs as esti-

mating an integral as it involves sampling a small batch of

z and computing the unbiased loss estimate over it. Though

we are choosing a small N (batch size in our case), using

Quasi-Monte Carlo integration might still lead to a reduc-

tion in the variance of the loss estimate.

We note that training a GAN with Sobol sequence has

been done before1. This effort failed because the high-

dimensional Sobol points were not correctly generated and

were not shuffled. We will describe a successful attempt to

train a GAN with Sobol sequence in section 4.7.

4. Experiments

In our experiments, we find that

1. FID is linear with respect to 1
N

and different genera-

tors have very different K, so that generators cannot

be compared with FIDN for any finite N (section 4.1).

2. Using Sobol sequence integrators reliably results in

lower bias (and so lower variance) in the estimated FID

(section 4.2).

3. Extrapolating the value of FID100k from smaller N
compares very well with true estimates. Thus FID∞

can be estimated effectively with low variance using

Sobol points (section 4.3 and section 4.4).

4. FID∞ can be estimated effectively for other models

such as VAEs [21] too (section 4.5).

5. Inception Score behaves like FID but with negative

bias. We can estimate ISN accurately (section 4.6).

6. Training GANs with Sobol sequence yields better

FID∞ scores with lower variance across models (sec-

tion 4.7).

Our experiments focus mainly on GANs as they are one

of the most popular deep generative models today. We

ran our evaluations on DCGAN [31], ProGAN [18], Style-

GAN [19], and BigGAN [7]. For the implementation of

Sobol sequence, we use QMC sampler from BoTorch [2].

We trained a DCGAN on 64×64 resolution CelebA [24]

for 50 epochs using TTUR [15] with Adam Optimizer [20]

and Spectral Normalization [26]. For ProGAN, we use a

pretrained CelebA model for generating 1024 × 1024 res-

olution images. For StyleGAN, we use a pretrained Flickr-

Faces-HQ model for generating 1024×1024 resolution im-

1https://github.com/deeptechlabs/sobol_noise_

gan
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DCGAN ProGAN

StyleGAN BigGAN

Figure 2: Plots of FID vs 1
N

for various models with var-

ious sampling methods at the same scale. Each FID point

corresponds to a single FID estimate. FIDs are linear with

respect to 1
N

across all experiments, with higher variance

(more spikes) when N is small. Most importantly, the

slopes, which corresponds to the K term of eq 7, are very

different across models. Even though the models are not

directly comparable since they generate different datasets,

this shows different models have very different K terms.

Comparisons of different models with FIDN at fixed N are

unreliable because they are dominated by bias.

ages. We also evaluated on BigGan which is a conditional

GAN. We use a pretrained ImageNet BigGAN model which

generates 128 × 128 resolution images. We also train Big-

GAN on CIFAR10 [22] and use that for our evaluations.

4.1. FIDN Bias

Across different models, we compare FID at different

values of 1
N

and show that they have a linear relationship

as seen in Figure 2. As expected from equation 8, when N
is small, the variance of the FID is higher. Importantly, we

observe that across different models, the slope varies signif-

icantly. The slope corresponds to the K term in equation 7

which contributes to the FID bias. In effect, the rankings

between GANs are severely dependent on N as different

GANs will have different biases that changes with N . This

can even be seen in two models with the exact same archi-

tecture, Figure 3. Appendix D.2 of [4] also gives an empir-

ical example of FIDN reliably giving the wrong ranking of

models under somewhat realistic setting. There is no one

N that works for every comparison as it depends on the K
term of each model. No comparison that uses FIDN is reli-

able.

1 2 3

Figure 3: The choice of N used affects comparison

severely. The graph compares the FIDN vs 1
N

between two

independently trained identical architecture DCGANs. At

marker 1, DCGAN 1 is better than DCGAN 2; at marker

2 they are approximately the same; at marker 3 DCGAN

2 is better than DCGAN 1. This shows that comparisons

between models of a fixed N are unreliable.

4.2. Evaluating with different sampling schemes

FID is commonly computed with 50k samples and IS

with 5k samples. Recall section 3.2 establishes that an in-

tegrator that produces a lower bias estimate (which can’t

be observed) will also produce a lower variance estimate

(which can be observed). Table 1 compares 50 runs each of

FID50k and IS5k for a variety of models, estimated using IID

normal samples or a Sobol sequence with either Box-Muller

transform or ICDF. It is clear from the table that GAN eval-

uation should always use a low-discrepancy sequence, be-

cause evaluating with SobolBM and SobolInv gives a better

FID and Inception Score with lower standard deviations.

4.3. FID can be extrapolated

Using the property that FID is linear with respect to 1
N

,

we test the accuracy of estimating FID100k given only 50k

images. We do that by first generating a pool of 50k im-

ages from the generator and randomly sampling them with

replacement to compute 15 FIDs. We then fit a linear re-

gression model over the points, which we can then use for

extrapolating FID100k. Pseudo-code can be found in our

Appendix.

We tried two ways of choosing the number of images to

evaluate the FID on.

1. choosing over regular intervals of N

2. choosing over regular intervals of 1
N

In total, for each of our test models, we run 6 different ex-

periments, each for 50 runs. Three ways of sampling z
(Normal sampling, SobolBM , SobolInv) and two ways of

choosing N for evaluation.

Computing FID values for N that are evenly spaced in
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Normal SobolBM SobolInv
Models FID50k IS5k FID50k IS5k F Value FID50k IS5k F Value

DCGAN 14.61 ± 0.0579 - 14.59 ± 0.0471 - 1.51 14.58 ± 0.0439 - 1.74

ProGAN 9.94 ± 0.0411 - 9.94 ± 0.0384 - 1.14 9.94 ± 0.0404 - 1.03

StyleGAN 4.33 ± 0.0413 - 4.33 ± 0.0406 - 1.03 4.33 ± 0.0354 - 1.36

BigGAN 9.94 ± 0.0564 92.96 ± 2.135 9.92 ± 0.0576 92.89 ± 1.961 1.19 9.93 ± 0.0419 93.21 ± 1.640 1.69

BigGAN (CIFAR10) 8.26 ± 0.0467 8.44 ± 0.1223 8.25 ± 0.0455 8.48 ± 0.1172 1.09 8.26 ± 0.0446 8.45 ± 0.1018 1.44

Table 1: Using Sobol sequences always give better FID and Inception Score (IS) along with lower standard deviations.

The table shows FID50k (lower better) and IS5k (higher better) values of different models evaluated on Normal and Sobol

sequences over 50 runs. The F value is the ratio between the variances of the Normal and Sobol Sequences (the higher it

is, the more different their variances are). Bolded values indicate the best score or standard deviation. Better scores implies

lower bias which implies lower integrator variance.

1
N

results in an even looking plot, but a weaker extrapo-

late, see Figure 4. This is because most estimates will be in

the region with small N , which is noisier. This leads to a

poor FID100k estimate because the FIDs evaluated at those

points have a high variance according to equation 8. Com-

puting the score at regular intervals over N works better in

practice. To ensure that the FIDs we calculate are reliable,

we use at least 5k points.

From Figure 5, we can see that across all experiments,

FID100k is very accurate. Overall, normal random sampling

gives a decent estimation but the variance of the estimate

is higher compared to using Sobol sequence. SobolBM has

the lowest variance, however, its estimation is not as accu-

rate. SobolInv overall gives the best result, giving us an ac-

curate FID100k estimate with low variance. This fits into our

expectation as FIDs evaluated from Sobol sequence have

lower variance, giving us a better line fit, resulting in a more

accurate prediction.

More careful tuning of hyperparameters (total number

of images and the number of FIDs to fit a line) could yield

better FID100k estimates.

4.4. FID∞

Since we showed that simple linear regression gives us

good prediction accuracy for FID100k, we can then extend

to estimating FID∞. Following previous setup, we obtain

FID∞ estimate using 50k samples. Though we do not have

the groundtruth FID∞, our FID∞ estimates (Figure 6) have

similar means across different sampling methods and have

small variances. This together with our experiments in sec-

tion 4.3 suggests our FID∞ estimates are accurate.

4.5. FID∞ for VAE

Our FID results apply to any generative model. Our ex-

periments on VAE shows the same linear property of FID,

improved bias and variance with QMC, and successful ex-

trapolations. For brevity, we show only the FID∞ plots in

Figure 7 for a vanilla VAE trained on 64× 64 CelebA.

Normal SobolInv

"

1

"

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4: FIDN estimates give very good line fits, espe-

cially with SobolInv (right), suggesting extrapolation will

succeed (it does, see Fig 5). The figure shows the line fits

for predicting FID100k for a random DCGAN. Green point

is the target FID100k while the blue crosses are the FIDs we

compute to fit a linear regression. The columns represents

the sampler we use to generate images while the rows rep-

resent how we choose N to compute FID. Row 1: choose at

regular intervals over N ; Row 2: choose at regular intervals

over 1
N

. For the normal sampler, there are more outliers and

the prediction is not as accurate. Using SobolInv and com-

puting FIDs at regular intervals over N (Figure (b)) give us

better line fit for predicting FID100k.

4.6. Estimating IS∞

Inception Score follows the same trend as FID, namely

that it is linear with respect to 1
N

(see Figure 8) and thus can

be extrapolated to obtain IS∞ estimate. However, it seems

that the variance of ISN estimates varies greatly for differ-

ently generators, see Table 1. This results in larger variance

in our IS∞ estimate which QMC can help reduce, see Fig-
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DCGAN ProGAN

StyleGAN BigGAN

ProGAN

BigGAN

Figure 5: FID100k predictions are highly accurate compared

to groundtruth (horizontal line) with low variance using 50k

images. This suggests predicting FID∞ is sound. The fig-

ure shows error plots of FID100k with y axis of the same

scale. The point represent the mean, and the error bar the

standard deviation over 50 runs. The far left point is the tar-

get FID100k we are estimating. For each sampling method,

we estimate FID100k by fitting points over regular intervals

over N (dots) or over 1
N

intervals (triangles). We also color-

tagged the lowest 3 standard deviations. Overall, SobolInv
with intervals over N perform the best, with good accuracy

and low variance. Best viewed in color and high resolution.

DCGAN ProGAN

StyleGAN BigGAN

ProGAN

BigGAN

Figure 6: Error plots of predicting FID∞ over 50 runs.

FID∞ have low variance and are consistent. This together

with Figure 5 suggests that they are accurate. The plots fol-

low the same markings as Figure 5.

ure 8. Figure 9 shows that the estimated IS100k for BigGAN

trained on ImageNet is very accurate with comparable vari-

ance to the actual IS100k estimate. For CIFAR10 BigGAN,

VAE

Figure 7: Error plots of predicting FID∞ for a VAE over 50
runs. FID∞ works regardless for model used, in this case

for VAE. The plots follow the same markings as Figure 5.

(a) 1 split (b) 50 splits

Figure 8: ISN is negatively biased. ISN vs 1
N

of BigGAN

for 3 sampling methods where each point is an average over

(a): 1 split, (b): 50 splits. For (b), error bars represent stan-

dard deviation and the line joins the ISN estimates mean

of SobolInv . Unlike FIDN , ISN increases with increasing

N , suggesting negative bias. From (b) the variance of ISN

estimates from normal points are considerably higher than

those of Sobol sequences, which is also evidenced by Ta-

ble 1. Figure (b) is best viewed in color and high resolution.

CIFAR10ImageNet

Figure 9: IS100k predictions using 50k images are highly

accurate with low variance. The figure shows error plots of

IS100k for BigGAN trained on ImageNet and CIFAR10 over

50 runs. SobolInv gives the best accuracy with low standard

deviations. The plots follow the same markings as Figure 5.

our IS100k with SobolInv is very accurate with low variance.

In general, extrapolating with QMC works and we can get

an effectively unbiased estimate IS∞ with good accuracy

and low variance.
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64 x 64 128 x 128

Figure 10: Training GANs with Sobol sequence results in

better or comparable FID∞ and lower variance between

training runs. The figures show sorted FID∞ of 12 GANs

trained with different sampling methods for two resolutions

of CelebA. Each FID∞ is an average of 50 calculations.

4.7. Training with Sobol sequence

We trained DCGAN on CelebA at both 64 × 64 and

128 × 128 resolution with the same setup as before. For

GANs, we need two separate samplers for the generator and

discriminator so that the “uniform” property of the sequence

will not be split between them two. Since Sobol points are

highly correlated with each other even with different scram-

blings, using two Sobol samplers will cause unstable GAN

training. Instead, we cache 1× 106 points for both samplers

and shuffle them to break their correlation.

For each of the 3 sampling methods, we trained 12 mod-

els and we evaluate their FID∞ score over 50 runs. For

FID∞, we use SobolInv with regular intervals over N .

From Figure 10, the FID∞ of GANs trained with Sobol

sequences are generally lower at 64 × 64 and are compa-

rable with normal sampling at 128 × 128. However, for

both resolutions, GANs trained with SobolInv have signifi-

cantly less FID∞ variance between different runs compared

to normal sampling. The improvements are consistent and

essentially free as the computational overhead is negligible.

We believe further experimentations with more models and

datasets could yield interesting results.

5. Related works

Demystifying MMD GANs: Binkowski et al. [4]

showed that there is no unbiased estimator for FID. How-

ever, the Stone–Weierstrass theorem allows arbitrarily good

uniform approximation of functions on the unit interval by

sufficiently high degree polynomials. Thus, while zero bias

is unattainable, very small bias is not ruled out. Our FID∞

and IS∞ scores clearly display very small bias because (as

the graph shows) the 1
N

terms dominate higher order terms.

Debiasing via Importance Weighting: Grover et

al. [13] reduce errors in MC estimates computed with aug-

mented datasets by using a classifier to estimate importance

weights. By doing so, they exhibit improved ISN , FIDN ,

and KIDN scores. We believe the improvements are the re-

sult of increased effective sample size from the augmenta-

tion. However, in contrast to our work, they do not identify

formal statistical bias in FIDN or ISN , nor do they point

out that the dependence of this bias on the generator makes

comparisons at fixed N unreliable.

QMC Variational Inference: Buchholz et al. [8] pro-

pose using QMC to reduce the variance of the gradient es-

timators of Monte Carlo Variational Inference. In their Ap-

pendix D, they suggest using QMC for VAEs and GANs.

However, they offer no explanations nor results from doing

so.

HYPE: Note that [41] computes a correlation between

HYPE and FIDN for generators trained on different Ima-

geNet classes. Because the FIDN scores are biased, with

a bias that depends on the particular generator, the cor-

relations cannot be relied upon. It would be interesting to

correlate FID∞ with HYPE.

6. Future work

This paper serves as an introduction of using Quasi-

Monte Carlo methods to estimate high dimensional inte-

grals in the field of generative models for bias reduction.

However, there has been a substantial amount of work in

the area of estimating high dimensional integrals such as

sparse grids [34], higher order scrambled digital nets [10],

randomized lattice rules [17] which we have yet to touch

upon. Furthermore, using a closed quasi-random sequence

(where we know N beforehand) for evaluation could give

us better error bounds on the integral [11]. We reserve these

for our future work. Also, FID∞ could well correlate with

HYPE and we plan to investigate these correlations.

7. Best practices

7.1. For evaluating generators with FID or IS

Never compare generators with FIDN or ISN ; the com-

parisons are not reliable.

1. Use SobolInv to compute both FIDN and ISN .

2. Using estimates obtained at regular intervals over N ,

extrapolate to get FID∞ and IS∞ estimates.

3. Repeat multiple times to get a variance estimate. This

corresponds to how reliable the FID∞ and IS∞ esti-

mates are.

7.2. For training GANs

We have moderate results to show that training with

Sobol sequence results in better or comparable FID∞ and

lower variance across models. We believe that large-scale

experiments should be done to validate the usefulness of

training with Sobol sequence and that is left to future work.
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